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EnzBert: Deep attention network for enzyme class predictions

1. Task
1.1 Functional annotation of protein sequences

2. Methods
2.1 Attention mechanism and Transformer
Attention is the basis of Transformers, for each position it gives weights to other residues.

2.2 Two phases training
Unsupervised pre-training on all proteins and supervised fine-tuning step on enzyme classification

2.3 Interpretability method
Attention maps from multiple layers and multiple heads. A new interpretability method to get residues’ importance scores: attention aggregation.

3. Results
3.1 Enzyme classification
Comparison with state-of-the-art method at level 1 and 2 of the enzyme commission (EC) number on ECPred40 dataset.

3.2 Interpretability
Benchmark: Evaluated on the identification of catalytic residues on enzymes with respect to different interpretability methods.

4. Conclusion
- State-of-the-art prediction on enzymes’ classes from sequences only for our model EnzBert
- New interpretability method for Transformers that works very well on enzymes
- Prospects: Considering the hierarchy of Enzyme Commission (EC) number may improve our results
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